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Large-eddy simulation of a turbulent piloted methane Õair diffusion flame
„Sandia flame D …
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The Lagrangian Flamelet Model is formulated as a combustion model for large-eddy simulations of
turbulent jet diffusion flames. The model is applied in a large-eddy simulation of a piloted partially
premixed methane/air diffusion flame~Sandia flame D!. The results of the simulation are compared
to experimental data of the mean and RMS of the axial velocity and the mixture fraction and the
unconditional and conditional averages of temperature and various species mass fractions, including
CO and NO. All quantities are in good agreement with the experiments. The results indicate in
accordance with experimental findings that regions of high strain appear in layer like structures,
which are directed inwards and tend to align with the reaction zone, where the turbulence is fully
developed. The analysis of the conditional temperature and mass fractions reveals a strong influence
of the partial premixing of the fuel. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While numerical simulations of turbulent flows applyin
Reynolds averaging techniques solve equations for ense
or time averaged mean quantities, Large-Eddy Simulati
~LES! have the capability of resolving the major part of t
turbulent kinetic energy of turbulent flows. Hence, only t
influence of the small turbulent scales on the resolved fi
has to be modeled. Since, in addition, the small turbul
scales fulfill the common modeling assumption of isotro
much better than the large scales, a very high accurac
predictions of the turbulent flow field can be achieved
using LES. This is particularly interesting for simulations
chemically reacting flows, where an accurate description
mixing is essential and very complex phenomena like tur
lent transition and instabilities might be of great importan

The success of LES in predictions of turbulent flows
due to the fact that the kinetic energy content of the turbu
motion decreases with increasing wave number. Thereby
major part of the Reynolds stresses is resolved. In the m
eling of the unresolved part it is still most important to re
resent the larger scales by a sub-grid scale model. Howe
since chemical reactions in nonpremixed combustion oc
only by molecular mixing of fuel and oxidizer, which i
practical applications occurs only on the dissipative turbul
scales, the combustion process occurs essentially at
smallest scales of the sub-filter level, and has to be mod
entirely. This also explains why sub-grid modeling tec
niques, which have successfully been used in prediction
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sub-grid scale stresses and variances, might not necess
be applicable in the modeling of the chemical source ter

In recent years many studies have been devoted ta
priori testing of the applicability of combustion models
LES.1–7 Most of the proposed models have previously be
used, or could very similarly be applied, in RANS calcul
tions. Essentially, the proposed models can be divided
four categories: the direct method, the Linear-Eddy Mod
the transported probability density function~pdf! method,
and the conserved scalar method.

Similarly, as in RANS combustion models, the dire
modeling of the spatially filtered chemical source terms i
very challenging problem. Different direct closure mode
have been proposed by DesJardin and Frankel.1 They first
show that modeling the reaction term by only using the
solved scales without a sub-grid model gives very po
agreement compared with DNS results. This has also b
shown in many other studies, for instance by Colucciet al.7

In addition they propose two different direct closure mod
based on the scale similarity assumption, which considera
improve the predictions, but are still not in good agreem
with DNS data. The reason for this is obvious. The sc
similarity assumption actually implies that the smallest
solved scales are statistically similar to the largest un
solved scales. This assumption seems to be very reason
but still, it does not assist in the modeling of the chemic
source term. As mentioned earlier, in turbulent nonpremix
combustion, chemical reactions occur on the dissipa
rather than the larger unresolved scales. This problem is
herent for all models, which estimate the reaction rates
only using the resolved scales and it explains why the co
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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bustion models applied in LES do not differ significant
from RANS combustion models.

The Linear-Eddy Model~LEM! has been proposed b
Kerstein.8 In this method scalar mixing is described in line
the linear eddies, which are convectively transported with
mean flow. The governing one-dimensional equations
clude molecular transport as well as turbulent convect
modeled by random flow field rearrangement events. T
model has been formulated in the frame of LES by M
Murtry et al.9 In this implementation one or more linear e
dies are solved for each computational control volume. T
convective transport of the linear eddies is modeled by
called splicing events, which randomly exchange adjac
cell linear eddies based on the LES-resolved velocity fie

The transported compositional pdf method has been
plied to turbulent reactive flows using RANS methods
many studies10–12 and has also been extended to LES
using so called filtered density functions~FDF!,7,10,13which
are pdfs of the sub-grid scale scalar quantities.

The concept of sub-grid scale pdfs has also been ado
in the application of conserved scalar methods, which
sume that the chemical state and thereby the species
fractions, can be related to a conserved scalar, typically
mixture fraction in the case of nonpremixed combustio
Then, by presuming the sub-grid scale pdf of the mixtu
fraction P̃(Z), the filtered species mass fractionsỸi in each
computational cell can be evaluated by

Ỹi5E
Z50

1

Yi~Z!P̃~Z!dZ, ~1!

provided the functional dependenceYi(Z) is known. Here
and in the following the tilde denotes density-weighted s
tial filtering.

P̃(Z) is commonly assumed to follow ab-function dis-
tribution, parametrized by the first two moments of the m
ture fraction. The filtered mixture fraction is determined
the solution of a transport equation; its sub-grid scale v
ance is typically given by a sub-grid scale model. The va
ity of the b-function representation of the pdf of the mixtu
fraction has been investigated by several authors using D
data of nonpremixed reacting flows for constant and varia
density.1,3–5,14–16 The two main conclusions are that th
b-function pdf provides an excellent estimate for the su
grid scale mixture fraction distribution and that this estim
is even much better for LES than for RANS models. This
shown to be particularly true if the mixture fraction varian
is taken from the DNS data, suggesting that theb-function as
a model for the statistical distribution of the mixture fractio
performs much better than the commonly used sub-grid s
models for the mixture fraction variance.

The mixture fraction variance can be determined
standard sub-grid scale modeling methods like the s
similarity model as proposed by Cook and Riley,3 or by us-
ing a small scale equilibrium assumption and determin
the remaining coefficient by the Dynamic Procedure follo
ing Pierce and Moin.17 However, DesJardin and Frankel,1 for
instance, have shown that their modeling results do not di
if they use ad-function instead of theb-function as sub-grid
Downloaded 17 Aug 2005 to 171.64.117.166. Redistribution subject to AI
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mixture fraction pdf in a conserved scalar approach. T
conclusion depends certainly on the spatial resolution of
calculation and the turbulence intensity.

Different approaches have been used to specify the fu
tion Yi(Z) appearing in Eq.~1!. Among these are the infi
nitely fast irreversible chemistry assumption,17 the equilib-
rium assumption,3 the conditional moment closur
method,6,18 and the steady laminar flamelet model.4,5

In the present study the Lagrangian Flamelet Model19,20

is applied in a large-eddy simulation for a turbulent, pilot
methane/air diffusion flame. The results are discussed
compared with experimental data by Refs. 21–23.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Large-eddy simulation

The set of equations solved in the current model
study can be derived by applying a spatial, density-weigh
filter to the continuity equation, the momentum equatio
and the mixture fraction transport equation resulting in

]r̄

]t
1“•~ r̄ṽ !50, ~2!

]r̄ṽ
]t

1“•~ r̄ṽṽ !52“ p̄1“•s̃2“•~ r̄~vṽ2ṽṽ !!, ~3!

]r̄Z̃

]t
1“•~ r̄ṽZ̃!5“•~ r̄D̃Z“Z!2“•~ r̄~vZ̃2ṽZ̃!!,

~4!

with

s̃5m̄„~“ṽ !1~“ṽ !T
…2 2

3 m̄“•ṽd. ~5!

Here,r is the density,t the time,v the velocity vector,p the
pressure,Z the mixture fraction,DZ the molecular diffusion
coefficient of the mixture fraction,d the unity tensor, andm
the dynamic viscosity.

The spatially filtered valuef̄ of a quantityf is defined
as

f̄5E
D

G~x2x8!f~x8!dx8, ~6!

whereD denotes the integration domain,x is the coordinate
vector, and given the filter sizeD, the spatial filter function is
defined as

G~x2x8!5H 1, if ux2x8u<
D

2
,

0, otherwise.

~7!

As mentioned earlier the tilde denotes the Favre filte
value, for any quantityf given by f̃5rf̄/ r̄.

The unclosed terms in Eqs.~3! and~4! are expressed by
using eddy viscosity type models, such that the sub-g
scale fluxes in the momentum equations and the mixt
fraction transport equation are given by

r̄~vṽ2ṽṽ !522r̄n tS̃, S̃5 1
2 „~“ṽ !1~“ṽ !T

… ~8!
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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and

r̄~vZ̃2ṽZ̃!52 r̄Dt“Z̃, ~9!

wheren t and Dt are the sub-grid kinematic eddy viscosi
and eddy diffusivity, respectively.

The eddy viscosityn t is given by the Smagorinsky
model as

n t5CD2uSu, ~10!

where following Moinet al.24 the Smagorinsky constantC is
determined by the Dynamic Model as a function of time a
space. This procedure needs no model constants and as
that the turbulent fluxes vanish in the limit of a laminar flo

The sub-grid diffusivityDt is determined from

Dt5n t /Sct , ~11!

assuming a constant turbulent Schmidt number. In Reyn
averaged simulations the turbulent Schmidt number is c
monly assumed to be equal to 0.7. However, in LES t
value is different. An approximation for a constant sub-g
scale Schmidt number has been obtained by evaluating
sub-grid eddy viscosityn t and the sub-grid diffusivityDt by
applying the Dynamic Model. The sub-grid Schmidt numb
can then be determined from Eq.~11!. The resulting time
averaged sub-grid Schmidt number distribution for the fl
configuration described below is shown in Fig. 1 at differe
downstream positions. The data clearly indicate that a c
stant value of Sct50.4 is a good approximation througho
the whole domain.

The sub-grid scale diffusivityDt is computed asDt

5n t /Sct assuming a constant turbulent Schmidt num
Sct50.4. This value has been found to be appropriate fr
calculations, whereDt has also been determined by the D
namic Model.

B. The Lagrangian Flamelet Model

The Lagrangian Flamelet Model~LFM! is used in this
study to describe the turbulence–chemistry interactions. T
approach has successfully been applied in RANS calc

FIG. 1. Sub-grid scale Schmidt number of methane/air jet diffusion fla
~Flame D! at different downstream positions.
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tions of turbulent jet diffusion flames.19,20The model follows
the conserved scalar approach, which has briefly been
scribed in the Introduction, and uses the flamelet ideas.25,26

Here however, the functionYi(Z) is determined by the solu
tion of the unsteady rather than the steady flamelets eq
tions.

The unsteady flamelet equations for the species m
fractionsYi and the temperatureT can be written as

r
]Yi

]t
2r

x

2

]2Yi

]Z2
2ṁi50, ~12!

r
]T

]t
2r

x

2 S ]2T

]Z2
1

1

cp

]cp

]Z

]T

]ZD
1

1

cp
S (

k51

N

hkṁk1q̇R-2HD 50. ~13!

Heret is a Lagrangian type flamelet time,hi andṁi are the
specific enthalpy and the chemical production rate per u
volume of speciesi, respectively,cp is the constant pressur
specific heat capacity, and the scalar dissipation ratex has
been introduced as

x52DZ“Z•“Z. ~14!

DZ is the diffusion coefficient of the mixture fraction andH
accounts for the enthalpy flux by mass diffusion. The ex
form for this term depends on the particular diffusion mod
and is given in Ref. 27 for the present work. In Eqs.~12! and
~13! the Lewis numbers of all chemical species have be
assumed to be unity. This assumption is discussed in g
detail in Ref. 20, where it has been argued that in turbul
combustion only a thin region around the reaction zone
governed by molecular transport, whereas turbulent trans
is predominant in the outer inert mixing region, which im
plies unity Lewis numbers. Numerical simulations have be
performed for the present configuration assuming nonu
Lewis numbers. The results show that Lewis number effe
indeed cannot explain the remaining discrepancies to the
perimental data discussed below. These simulations s
that the temperature is only influenced in the lean part of
flame. Of the major species only molecular hydrogen reve
changes on the rich side, which lead to an even stron
overprediction than the unity Lewis number results.

The radiation heat loss termq̇R- is represented by using
an optically thin gray gas approximation as given by Sm
et al.28 This model provides some basic features of the rad
tion process, for example, that the heat loss essentially
curs at the highest temperature and that the radiation pro
is slow compared to other physical time scales of the pr
lem, which has been discussed in detail in Ref. 19. The
lidity of the model has been assessed by comparing the
dicted with the measured conditionally averag
temperatures atx/D560 andx/D575, which are in very
good agreement. In contrast, calculations which neglect
influence of radiation overestimate the temperature atx/D
575 by approximately 100 K.

The consideration of the time dependence certainly a
some complexity to the problem, but it has been shown t

e
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it is essential to consider the unsteadiness, if for insta
radiation cannot be neglected or NO formation
considered.19

Equations~12! and ~13! can readily be solved and th
solution used to provide the remaining unknown quantit
such as the density and the temperature if the scalar dis
tion is known as a function of the mixture fraction, and t
flamelet timet can be related to the physical space coor
nates. These relations will be derived next.

The basic idea of the model is that flamelets are int
duced at the inflow boundary. These flamelets then m
downstream, essentially by convective transport. In the
lowing, for all instantaneous scalar quantitiesf, wheref
stands for the temperature or the species mass fractions,
averages over planes of equal nozzle distancex, conditioned
on the mixture fraction, will be considered. This implies th
these conditional averages, here denoted as^fuZ&(x,t) de-
pend only on one spatial coordinate, the axial nozzle dista
x, and the timet. Hence, the flamelet solution needed in E
~1! can be parametrized as a function ofx andt asYi(Z,x,t),
wherex will be expressed by the flamelet timet.

Since flamelets are actually associated with the reac
zone, which is located in the vicinity of the stoichiometr
mixture, the instantaneous local velocity of a flamelet p
ticle has to be associated with the velocity of a point on
surface of a stoichiometric mixture fraction. Followin
Gibson29 the velocity of iso-surfaces of a conserved sca
has contributions from the mean velocity and from the d
fusion of that scalar. Thereby, the velocity of the resolv
mixture fraction iso-surfaces can be expressed as

ṽ Z̃~x,t !5ṽ~x,t !2
“•~ r̄~DZ1Dt!“Z̃!

r̄u“Z̃u
iZ , ~15!

wherei Z5“Z̃/u“Z̃u is the unit vector in the direction of th
gradient of the resolved mixture fraction.

If Eq. ~15! is multiplied by the unit direction vectorex ,
then conditionally averaged over planes of equal nozzle
tancex, and written forZ̃5Zst, one obtains for the resolve
axial velocity u of the stoichiometric mixture fraction sur
face,

^ũZ̃uZ̃5Zst&~x,t !5^ũuZ̃5Zst&~x,t !

2K S“•~ r̄~DZ1Dt!“Z̃!

r̄u“Z̃u2

]Z̃

]x D UZ̃5ZstL ,

~16!

which will be written aŝ ũZ̃uZ̃st& in the following. Equation
~16! can now be used to relate the Lagrangian type flam
time t to the flamelet location in physical space as

t5E
0

x 1

^ũZ̃uZ̃st&~x8,t !
dx8. ~17!

The second term on the right hand side of Eq.~16! rep-
resents the axial component of the velocity of the stoich
metric surface caused by diffusion normal to this surfa
Hence, this term is identical to zero, if the mixture fracti
Downloaded 17 Aug 2005 to 171.64.117.166. Redistribution subject to AI
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gradient vectoriZ is normal to the nozzle axis. This indeed
a good approximation for the time averaged mixture fract
field in turbulent jet diffusion flames. Since in the prese
formulation both the conditional averaging in Eq.~16! and
also the integration in Eq.~17! introduce an average, the ne
effect of this term on the Lagrangian type flamelet timet is
also assumed to be small and is therefore neglected.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows one instantaneous rea
tion of ^ũZ̃uZ̃st& and the corresponding development of t
Lagrangian type flamelet timet as a function of the dimen
sionless nozzle distancex/D. It is very obvious that the ve-
locity ^ũZ̃uZ̃st& reveals strong turbulent fluctuations, where
these do not appear int. The reason for this can be ex
plained as follows. It is also obtained in Fig. 2 that after
transitional region at approximatelyx/D510, when the jet
becomes self-similar, the mean value of^ũZ̃uZ̃st& hardly
changes and seems to be around 20 m/s, independent ofx/D.
This independence of the axial nozzle distance can be sh
analytically30 and has also been found in experiments.31 The
integration in Eq.~17! can hence be interpreted as a tim
integration, which would, after normalization, yield the tim
averaged mean velocity at stoichiometric mixture. This
turn implies that the time average oft should not be different
from any instantaneous representation. Indeed, compa
the instantaneous representation oft with the time averaged
value, which is also given in Fig. 2, shows that these
almost identical.

Using Eqs.~12! and ~17! the resolved mass fractions o
chemical speciesYĩ are given by

Ỹi~x,t !5E
Z50

1

Yi~Z,x,t !P̃~Z,x,t !dZ. ~18!

P̃(Z,x,t) is presumed to follow ab-function, whose shape is
determined by the mean and the sub-grid scale varianc
the mixture fraction. Since no transport equation for the m
ture fraction variance is solved, this value has to be mode
Following Pierce and Moin17 the sub-grid scale mixture frac
tion variance can be expressed as

FIG. 2. Instantaneous velocity of the stoichiometric surface and insta
neous and time averaged Lagrangian type flamelet time as a function o
nozzle distance.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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r̄ Z92̃5CZD2r̄u“Z̃u2, ~19!

where the coefficientCZ is determined using the Dynami
Procedure.

Similarly, the spatially filtered scalar dissipation ra
which will be needed in the following, is expressed in term
of the eddy diffusivity and the gradient of the resolved m
ture fraction following Girimaji and Zhou32 as

x̃52~DZ1Dt!“Z̃•“Z̃, ~20!

where following Smooke33 DZ;T1.7, which is evaluated
with the mean temperature.

In Eqs. ~12! and ~13!, the temporal development of th
scalar dissipation rate is unknown and has to be related to
unconditional mean given by Eq.~20!. A common approach
is to presume the functional dependence of the scalar d
pation rate on the mixture fraction aŝxuZ&(x,t)5^xst&
3(x,t) f (Z), where different analytic expressions for th
function f (Z) have been suggested.19,25,34 Then, it is suffi-
cient to determine the value conditioned on stoichiome
mixture. This can be achieved by using this expression in
equation for the filtered scalar dissipation ratex̃, which can
be written as

x̃~x,t !5E
Z50

1

^xuZ&~x,t !P̃~Z,x,t !dZ. ~21!

However, since in the present study a piloted flame
considered, the functionf (Z) cannot be represented by th
commonly applied expressions, which will be demonstra
below.

In the present model, the conditional average of the s
lar dissipation rate as a function of the axial distance fr
the nozzle^xuZ&(x,t) is computed by the inversion of th
integral in Eq.~21!, similar to the approach used by Bush
and Steiner6 for the estimation of chemical source terms. T
details of this model are described in Ref. 35, where a
predictions for^xuZ&(x,t) close to the nozzle are present
and discussed. There, it is shown that the influence of
pilot flame on flame stabilization can be explained only
its influence on the conditional scalar dissipation rate.

It should be noted that this model also ensures that
actual flamelet does not necessarily extend over the w
mixture fraction space. This can be observed from the c
ditional mean scalar dissipation rate distributions atx/D
515, 30, and 45, which are given in Fig. 3. Atx/D515
the scalar dissipation rate still extends over the comp
mixture fraction space. This has already changed atx/D
530, where the maximum mixture fraction value with no
zero scalar dissipation rate has become smaller than u
This continues in the downstream direction, such that
x/D545 the scalar dissipation rate is zero forZ.0.65. In
the calculations of the flamelets this region is still include
However, it can easily be seen from Eqs.~12! and ~13! that
for zero scalar dissipation rate, diffusive transport in mixtu
fraction space vanishes, resulting in localized homogene
reactors at each value ofZ, which are independent from eac
other.
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In order to solve the unsteady flamelet equations,
scalar dissipation ratex(Z,t,t) appearing in Eqs.~12! and
~13!, which can be written asx(Z,x,t), has to be expresse
in terms of the conditional mean scalar dissipation r
^xuZ&(x,t) determined from Eq.~21!. The closure assump
tion here is thatx(Z,x,t) is given by the conditional mean
scalar dissipation rate,

x~Z,x,t !5^xuZ&~x,t !, ~22!

which in turn implies that also the results obtained by so
ing the flamelet equations are conditional mean values.

In this model the solution of the flamelet equatio
Yi(Z,x,t) is still a function of the timet, because the La-
grangian type flamelet timet(x,t) given by Eq.~17! and also
the model for the scalar dissipation rate given by Eq.~22!
have an implicit time dependence. However, as demonstr
in Fig. 2, the comparison of an arbitrary instantaneous r
resentation oft with its time averaged mean indicates th
the time dependence oft is very weak and will therefore be
neglected. In order to simplify the model, the time depe
dence of the scalar dissipation rate is also neglected, w
means that in the calculations presented below time avera
values are used for the scalar dissipation rate.

Note that this assumption still allows for turbulent flu
tuations of the resolved mass fractions and temperature,
cause it only neglects the influence of fluctuations of
scalar dissipation rate on the chemistry. This assumption
be justified for nonpremixed combustion far from extinctio
as discussed by Kuznetsov and Sabel’nikov.36 The reason for
this is that for lower values of the scalar dissipation rate
influence on the mass fractions of the chemical species
the temperature is weak, as for instance shown in Ref.
The validity of this assumption is demonstrated in Ref. 35
a comparison with calculations using the time dependent
stantaneous conditional scalar dissipation rate.

FIG. 3. Conditional mean scalar dissipation rate at different downstre
locations.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

A. Algorithm

The numerical computation of the flow was carried o
with a second-order finite volume code, which has origina
been developed for the DNS of nonreacting, low Mach nu
ber turbulent jets by Boersmaet al.37 The computational
mesh is in spherical coordinates as shown in Fig. 4. It
192 cells in the radial directions, 110 points in the tangentia
directionQ, and 48 points in the azimuthal directionf.

The LES transport equations for momentum and the s
lar Z as given by Eqs.~3! and~4! are advanced in time usin
a predictor–corrector-projection scheme following Na
et al.38 The advancement of the numerical solution fro
time-level tn to tn115tn1Dtn involves the following steps

~1! The Adams–Bashford predictor-step:

~r̄ ũî!*5~r̄ũi!
n2

Dt n

2 FS21
Dtn

Dtn21D~adv.1diff. !ui

n

2
Dtn

Dtn21
~adv.1diff. !ui

n21G , ~23!

~r̄Z̃!*5~r̄Z̃!n2
Dt n

2 FS21
Dtn

Dtn21D~adv.1diff. !Z
n

2
Dtn

Dtn21
~adv.1diff. !Z

n21G , ~24!

yields the predictions denoted with the asterisk result
from the advective and diffusive fluxes, here abbrevia
as~adv.1diff.!, which are given at the time-levelstn and
tn21. Even though for the sake of a simple notation it
not indicated in Eqs.~23! and ~24! all diffusive terms,
which involve derivatives with respect tof, are treated
implicitly. A TVD scheme is applied for the advection o

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the coordinate system used in the
lation.
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the scalarZ to avoid spurious oscillations in the vicinit
of strong gradients which occur particularly in the she
layer of the jet close to the nozzle exit, where lar
amounts of unmixed fuel meet the oxidizer from the c
flow.

~2! The predicted densityr̄* is obtained by

Z̃*5
~r̄Z̃!*

r̄n
, ~25!

1

r̄*
5E

0

1 1

r~Z,s!
P̃* ~Z,x,t !dZ, ~26!

integrating the pdf of the mixture fraction given a

P̃* (Z,x,t)5P(Z,Z̃* ,Z92̃* ). The density r(Z,s) is
given by the solution of the flamelet equations as d
scribed in the previous section. The sub-grid scale v

ance of the mixture fractionZ92̃* is evaluated usingZ̃*
in Eq. ~19!.

~3! Pressure correction: The corrected velocity field at
predictor level is computed as

~r̄ũi!*5~r̄û̃i!*2Dtn
]p*

]xi
, ~27!

where the pressure gradient is obtained from the solu
of the Poisson equation,

F]~r̄û̃i!*

]xi
1

]r̄*

]t
G5 1

Dtn
]2p*

]xi]xi
, ~28!

with the time derivative of the density being approx
mated by

]r̄*

]t
'

FS11
Dtn

Dtn21D2

21Gr̄*2S11
Dtn

Dtn21D2

r̄n1r̄n21

DtnDtn21S11
Dtn

Dtn21D . ~29!

~4! The Adams–Molton corrector-step:

~r̄û̃i!
n115~r̄ũi!

n2
Dtn

2
@~adv.1diff. !ui

n 1~adv.1diff. !ui
* #,

~30!

~r̄Z̃!n115~r̄Z̃!n2
Dtn

2
@~adv.1diff. !Z

n1~adv.1diff. !Z* #,

~31!
involves the advective and diffusive fluxe
(adv.1diff.) * , obtained with the predictor-step solutio

r̄* , ũi* , Z̃* .

~5! r̄n11 is computed by

Z̃n115
~r̄Z̃!n11

r̄*
, ~32!

1

r̄n11
5E

0

1 1

r~Z,r!
P̃~Z,x,t !n11dZ. ~33!

~6! Pressure correction:

~r̄ũi!
n115~r̄û̃i!

n112Dt n
]pn11

]xi
, ~34!

u-
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with the pressure gradient obtained from the Pois
equation:

F]~r̄û̃i!
n11

]xi
1

]~r̄!n11

]t
G5 1

Dtn
]2pn11

]xi]xi
. ~35!

B. Boundary conditions

At the inflow boundary all the required mean quantiti
are specified according to the experimental data given in R
22 for the fuel jet, pilot, and co-flowing air stream. Veloci
fluctuations are added to the measured mean profilesuin,m to
mimic turbulent inflow conditions. The perturbed axial i
flow velocity ũin is obtained by superimposing rotating he
cal and oscillating axisymmetric perturbations39 on the mean
profile as

ũin~Q,t !5uin,m1(
i 51

6

@Aisin~a i1 if1C i t !#

1 (
i 57

8

@Aisin~C i t !#. ~36!

The numerical values fora i , which determine the phas
shift of each helical mode in the azimuthal direction relat
to if, as well as the frequenciesC i are randomly chosen
The coefficientsAi are specified to match the time averag
inflow velocity RMSuin,m8 observed in the experiments. Wit
the present velocity perturbation this is achieved by set
Ai50.5•uin,m8 for all modesi 51, . . . ,8. Calculations have
also been performed without the random velocity fluctu
tions resulting in only very slight changes in the flow fie
predictions.

Following Akselvoll and Moin40 a convective boundary
condition is used for the outflow boundary ats5smax as

]ũi

]t
1Ucon

]ũi

]s
50. ~37!

Therein, the convection velocityUcon is the mean out-
flow velocity averaged over the azimuthal directionf. The
convective boundary condition convects vortical structur
which eventually approach the outflow boundary, out of
computational domain, thereby stabilizing the simulatio
Although this approach introduces an error in elliptic pro
lems, it can still be applied to flows of convective nature li
free jets without disturbing the upstream solution.37 How-
ever, the region very close to the outflow boundary has to
disregarded in the analysis of the numerical results.

A traction-free condition is used for the lateral bounda
at Q5Qmax.

41 This condition is given by

s•n50, ~38!

wheren is the unit vector normal to the boundary. Unlike th
no-slip or free-slip conditions it allows for a flux of ambie
fluid across the lateral boundary. Thus, it is well-suited
capture the entrainment in a spreading jet.
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C. Flamelet calculations

The unsteady flamelet calculations have been perform
using theFLAMEMASTER code.42 The chemical mechanism
used for the results presented in the following is the G
2.11 mechanism,43 which includes reactions among 4
chemical species. In order to reduce the computational tim
reduced version of the mechanism has been develo
which consists of 29 global reactions. The reduced chem
scheme has been kept rather large in order to avoid num
cal difficulties in the formulation of the steady state conce
trations and to yield exactly the same results as the orig
mechanism. As an example, the maximum difference in
NO mass fraction calculated using the detailed and the
duced mechanism is approximately 0.4%.

It will be discussed below that the main differences
the comparison of predictions and experiments is in the on
of chemical reactions in the very rich premixed part of t
configuration, which in the current predictions occurs t
early. In order to investigate the influence of the chemi
scheme on the computational results, unsteady flamelet
culations have been performed with different chemi
mechanisms, including GRI 3.044 and recent mechanism
from other authors.45–48 The predictions using the mecha
nism by Warnatz show large differences and a strong ov
prediction of the temperature in the rich part of the flam
because the mechanism predicts the onset of chemical r
tions in that region even earlier. The results obtained by
remaining mechanisms show some differences in the m
fractions of individual species. But only for the NO ma
fractions a stronger sensitivity to the individual chemic
scheme is observed. The GRI 3.0 mechanism, for insta
leads to substantially higher NO mass fraction than G
2.11. However, the qualitative performance of all the
chemical schemes is very similar.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The configuration used for the validation of the propos
models is a piloted methane/air jet diffusion flame~Sandia
Flame D!. The fuel is a 25/75% methane/air mixture. Th
fuel has been premixed with air in order to minimize t
formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and soot. T
fuel nozzle has a diameter ofD57.2 mm and is enclosed b
a broad pilot nozzle with a diameter ofDp52.62D and an
air-co-flow. In the experiments the pilot composition a
temperature have been adjusted such that the pilot stream
the same equilibrium composition as a mixture of the m
fuel and oxidizer with a mixture fraction ofZ50.27, which
is slightly lean compared with a stoichiometric mixture fra
tion of Z50.35. In the LES the pilot can thereby be repr
sented by specifying the appropriate inlet mixture fractio
The fuel bulk velocity is 49.6 m/s, which leads to a fu
stream based Reynolds number of Re522400.

The flame has been experimentally investigated by H
selet al.,23 who provided data for the velocity field obtaine
by LDV measurements and by Barlow and Frank,21,22 who
performed Rayleigh measurements for the temperature,
Raman and LIF measurements to obtain mass fraction
chemical species and the mixture fraction.
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~Color! Instantaneous temperature and strain rate distribution. The black line represents the contour of the stoichiometric mixture frac
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In the remaining part of the paper, time averaged res
from the simulation are discussed and compared with
experimental data. The averages have been obtained from
computational results by sampling over two flow-throu
times, where the flow-through time is defined as the tim
particle traveling along the centerline would reside with
the flow field. After a general discussion of the flame, t
predictions of the flow field calculation, including velocit
and mixture fraction field will be discussed. These resu
essentially serve as input quantities for the combus
model. Then, the predicted temperature and species m
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fractions will be shown and compared with unconditiona
and conditionally averaged experimental data.

A. General observations

Figure 5~a! shows an instantaneous temperature field
the computed jet and Fig. 5~b! gives an enlarged view of the
near field region at the same instance. Also shown in th
figures is the surface of the stoichiometric mixture, whi
indicates the location of the reaction zone. Figure 5~b!
clearly shows the broad pilot flame. It is also interesting
tour of a
FIG. 6. ~Color! Instantaneous temperature and strain rate distribution at a time 3.2 ms later than Fig. 5. The black line represents the con
stoichiometric mixture fraction.
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note in this figure that close to the nozzle the region aro
the reaction zone hardly shows turbulent motion and mi
be regarded as being laminar. This has been found in m
experiments and might be of great importance, since
fuels with Lewis numbers different from unity it can be th
source of strong differential diffusion effects, which can s
vive even far downstream of the transition to turbulence
has been discussed in Ref. 20. In order to give an impres
of the dynamics of the flame, Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! show the
instantaneous temperature distribution at a time appr
mately 3.2 ms later than in Fig. 5. The comparison with F
5 reveals that the jet core shows a completely different st
ture, indicating that turbulent structures have been tra
ported far downstream, while in the outer part hardly a
motion can be observed. It can also be seen that the loca
of the flame tip, indicated by the stoichiometric contour c
strongly vary with time. For the current calculation the flam
tip location moves between approximatelyx/D548 to x/D
562. In order to provide a better picture of the dynamics
the flame, animations of the computational results co
sponding to Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! are provided on the world
wide web.49

The temperature distribution given in Figs. 5 and 6 a
allows some qualitative comparison with fundamental obs
vations from experiments in jet diffusion flames. It can
observed, for instance in Fig. 6~b!, that regions of very broad
high temperature zones around the stoichiometric contour
alternating with regions of very narrow high temperature d
tribution. In can also be seen that the broad temperature
gions always coincide with reaction zones, which are
rected outwards, whereas the narrow temperature regions
be associated with reaction zone structures, which are
wardly directed. The analysis shows that these changes
essentially caused by fluctuations in the mixture fraction g
dients which also cause fluctuations of the scalar dissipa
rate. Since the scalar dissipation rate is also related to the
of strain, it can be concluded from the calculations that
gions of high strain rate are aligned with regions of a narr
temperature maximum. This is in accordance with the
perimental findings of Rehm and Clemens.50 The strain rate
field in the region very close to the nozzle is shown in Fi
5~c! and 6~c!. The alignment of the reaction zone and t
strain rate field starts to become obvious in the downstre
regions of these figures. However, it is interesting to n
that closer to the nozzle the reaction zone embraces the
gion of high rate of strain rather than to follow the hig
strain layers. This lack of alignment is, as pointed out
Rehm and Clemens,50 because of the laminar nature of th
region around the reaction zone, where the high visco
does not allow the fluid to freely adjust to the applied stra
Similar structures have been found by Donbaret al.31 in the
analysis of two-dimensional CH measurements and P
measurements in jet diffusion flames. It is generally obser
in experiments that these structures occur in an angle
the jet axis of approximately 45°. A similar discussion on t
scalar dissipation rate is provided in Ref. 35.
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B. Prediction of the flow field

The mean axial velocity and its normalized root me
square~RMS! along the centerline are given in Fig. 7. Bo
quantities are in reasonable agreement with the experime
data, although the mean values seem to be overpredicte
the far field region of the jet.

Figure 8 shows that the mean mixture fraction is w
predicted by the current simulation along the centerline u
x/D560. Thereafter, the experimental data is slightly ov
predicted. The mixture fraction RMS, including resolved a
sub-grid contributions, is also given in Fig. 8. The expe
ment is slightly underpredicted in the far field of the jet. T
underprediction forx/D,10 might be attributed to experi
mental uncertainties, since the RMS has to go to zero c
to the nozzle. This conclusion is supported by the comp
son of the temperature variance, which will be given in t
following. In addition, Fig. 8 shows the sub-grid scale RM
of the mixture fraction, which is shown to be much smal
than the RMS based on the resolved and the sub-grid fl
tuations, indicating that the major part of the turbulent m
ture fraction fluctuations is resolved by the LES.

Radial mixture fraction profiles are given in Fig. 9
x/D5 15, 30, and 45. The comparison with the experimen
data shows that the general agreement for both the mean

FIG. 7. Mean and RMS of axial velocity along the centerline~lines: calcu-
lation; symbols: experiments!.

FIG. 8. Mean and RMS of mixture fraction along the centerline~lines:
calculation; symbols: experiments!.
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FIG. 9. Radial distribution of mean and the RMS of the mixture fraction and temperature at different downstream positions~lines: calculation; symbols:
experiments!.
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the RMS of the mixture fraction, is reasonable at all the
positions, although the maximum values of the mixture fr
tion RMS seem to be consistently underpredicted.

C. Predictions by the chemistry model

The calculated mean temperature and the tempera
RMS along the centerline are shown in Fig. 10. Radial p
files of these quantities are provided in Fig. 9. Both the m
and the RMS agree well with the experimental data. Even
decrease in the temperature RMS around the maximum m
temperature, which can be observed very clearly in the a
profile in Fig. 10, is well represented by the simulation. It
interesting to note that this is not caused by heat release
is simply because of the vanishing temperature gradient w
respect to the mixture fraction. The mean temperature
slightly overpredicted up tox/D540, which will be dis-
cussed below.

FIG. 10. Mean and RMS of temperature along the centerline~lines: calcu-
lation; symbols: experiments!.
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The following figures show centerline profiles for sp
cies mass fractions of CH4 and O2 ~Fig. 11!, H2O and H2

~Fig. 12!, CO2 and CO~Fig. 13!, and NO and OH~Fig. 14!.
In general all profiles agree well with the experimental da
Small discrepancies atx/D.60 can mainly be attributed to
the overprediction of the mixture fraction. In the rich part
the flame atx/D,40, H2O and CO2 are also slightly over-
predicted, while CH4 and O2 are underpredicted. Also ver
obvious is the overprediction of the intermediates H2 and CO
on the rich side. The reason for this is the partial premix
of the fuel with air. As will be shown below, this cause
substantial chemical reactions to occur in the rich premix
part of the jet farther downstream. The onset of this partia
premixed burning occurs in the current simulation earl
than can be estimated from the experiments. The OH rad

FIG. 11. Mean CH4 and O2 mass fractions along the centerline~lines: cal-
culation; symbols: experiments!.
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mass fraction shown in Fig. 14 is predicted very accurat
Also the agreement of predicted and measured NO m
fractions can be considered to be very good. The analys
the formation of nitric oxide shows that only approximate
one third of the total NO is formed by the thermal path a
that the N2O path contributes to approximately 10%. Th
formation of NO is thereby dominated by the prompt pat

The comparison of the radial profiles of the chemic
species with the experimental data shows reasonable a
ment and does not differ substantially from the centerl
profiles. The presentation is therefore being omitted.

Although the results discussed so far are quite encou
ing, the conclusions about the chemical structure of the
bulent flame, which can be drawn from these, are quite l
ited, because only time averaged quantities have b
discussed. It is therefore important to compare the time
erages of the temperature and mass fractions of the chem
species conditioned on the mixture fraction, because co
tioned data provide substantially more insight in turbulen
chemistry interactions.

The conditional averages at the axial locationsx/D
515, 30, and 45 for the temperature and the mass fract

FIG. 12. Mean H2O and H2 mass fractions along the centerline~lines:
calculation; symbols: experiments!.

FIG. 13. Mean CO2 and CO mass fractions along the centerline~lines:
calculation; symbols: experiments!.
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of the chemical species CH4, O2 , H2O, H2 , CO2, CO, NO,
and OH are shown in Fig. 15. Atx/D515 the temperature a
well as all the species mass fraction profiles agree quite w
with the experimental data on the lean side, but tend to ov
predict fuel to product conversion on the rich side. In ad
tion to the reasons given above, this can be attributed to
fact that the current model does not allow for local flam
extinction. By comparing the simulation with the single poi
experimental data, it becomes evident that, at least up
mixture fraction ofZ50.5, the temperature, as an examp
agrees very well with the burning branch of the data. T
lower values of the conditional mean temperature in the
perimental data in Fig. 15 are caused by comparably
extinguished data points. This is shown in Fig. 15 for t
temperature atx/D515, which includes the single point dat
from the experiments used to determine the conditional
erages. However, this seems to demonstrate the need fo
extension of the model.

As discussed earlier, the consumption of fuel and m
lecular oxygen in the fuel consumption layer is slightly ove
predicted, which also leads to an overprediction of the wa
and carbon dioxide values.

Farther downstream atx/D530 the profiles still agree
reasonably well with the experimental data. For mixture fra
tion values ofZ.0.4 the consumption of CH4 and O2 on the
rich premixed side is already visible in both the compu
tional results and the experiments. Also, in the predicted
the measured H2O profile a formation region is observed
approximately Z50.6. However, the partially premixed
burning is stronger in the predicted results, which is ve
obvious in the temperature, and leads to overpredicted in
mediate mass fractions. NO is well predicted on the stoich
metric to lean side. However, the predicted profile revea
NO consumption region at the location of the rich premix
flame, which cannot be observed in the experimental da

At x/D545 the effect of the partially premixed reactio
zone becomes very strong and chemical reactions sta
even richer mixtures. This is observed in the temperat
profile, which indicates heat release at approximatelyZ
50.65. The partially premixed burning leads to a plate
region in the H2O profile of the numerical simulation, which
is also very obvious in the experiment. Also the CO2 profile,

FIG. 14. Mean NO and OH mass fractions along the centerline~lines: cal-
culation; symbols: experiments!.
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FIG. 15. Conditional averages at different downstream positions~lines: calculation; symbols: experiments!.
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which is much less influenced by the chemical reactions
the rich side, is in good agreement with the experimen
data. The discrepancies discussed for CO and NO on the
side seem to remain at this location, but are limited to
very rich region. On the lean side the agreement can stil
considered to be quite good.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The Lagrangian Flamelet Model, which has been s
cessfully used in RANS calculations of turbulent diffusio
flames has been formulated as a combustion model for la
eddy simulations of turbulent jet diffusion flames. The mod
has been applied in a large-eddy simulation of a turbul
P license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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methane/air flame~Sandia flame D!, which has a partially
premixed fuel stream. In the LES, sub-grid scale quanti
have generally been determined using the Dynamic Pro
dure. The eddy-diffusivity has been computed from the
sumption of a constant sub-grid turbulent Schmidt numb
From calculations employing the Dynamic Procedure
compute the eddy diffusivity it has been found that a co
stant value of Sct50.4 is a very good approximation.

The results are compared with experimental data for
velocity and the mixture fraction field, and for uncondition
and conditional averages of temperature and various ch
cal species, including CO and NO. The agreement is v
reasonable for all quantities. The remaining differences h
been discussed. In the analysis of the computational resu
has been found in accordance with experimental data
regions of high strain appear in layers, which are gener
directed inwards. In regions with developed turbulence th
layers tend to align with the reaction zone. It has also b
found in the analysis of the conditional mean temperat
and mass fraction profiles that downstream ofx/D530
chemical reactions lead to substantial fuel consumption
the rich partially part of the flame. In the present calculatio
the onset of the partially premixed burning occurs to ea
leading to a slight overprediction in the consumption of t
reactants and the formation of water and the intermedi
molecular hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
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